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Special to the Lodger
The Kentucky State Police will conduct traffic safety
checkpoints throughout the
Post I district in west Kentucky
to check motorists for compliance with motor vehicle laws,
including driving under the influence statutes.
KSP utilizes traffic safety
checkpoints to promote safety
for motorists using the public
roadways and to provide a deterrent for those who violate
laws contained in the Kentucky
Revised Statutes.
The intent of a traffic safety checkpoint is to provide for
a high-visibility, public safety
service, focusing on vehicular
equipment deficiencies, confirming appropriate registration
and insurance of vehicles and
the valid licensing of drivers.
Violations of law or other public safety issues that arise shall
be addressed.
Traffic safety checkpoints
will allow the Kentucky State
Police the opportunity to periodically concentrate its efforts
in checking for violations of
Kentucky traffic and regulatory laws that will ultimately increase the safety of the citizens
within the commonwealth.
Drivers encountering a traffic •
safety checkpoint are requested
to have their operator's license,
vehicle registration receipt and
proof of insurance readily accessible. Drivers with this information in hand, those with
no violations of law and minimal roadway congestion can
reasonably expect to be delayed
for no more than 30 seconds to
). See KSP Page 5
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Saturday event
celebrates 9th
year of Playful
City recognition
By JORDAN FERGUSON
jferguson@murrayledger
COM
Playful spirits from all over
Calloway County gathered in
Murray's Central Park Saturday
to participate in the eighth annual Play Day celebration.
The celebration came following the ninth consecutive year
the city of Murray received the
Playful City USA honor from
the KaBOOM organization. In
2016,the organization bestowed
the designation to 257 communities across the country to those
cities which make it easier for all
kids to get balanced and active
play in their neighborhoods.
"This is a celebration of the
city of Murray being designated
as a Playful City USA for the
ninth year in a row," said Pat
Harrington, secretary for the
Community Education Advisory
Council, which was responsible
for the annual event. "Everything is free. That is a requirement if you come - everything
has to be free."
Harrington said the essence
of the celebration is to provide
fun activities for kids and families of all socioeconomic backgrounds. with the money for the
inflatables at the Saturday event
being donated by the Murray
Christian resource centers as
well as the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
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JORDAN FERGUSON/Ledger & Times
Kayla Wenzel and Kole Reynolds of Aurora were among the many kids and families present during Play Day in the Park
at Murray's Central Park on Saturday. The two are shown battling it out in a pair of inflatable tubes which were among
the many free activities available during the celebration recognizing the 9th consecutive year the City of Murray has
been named Playful City USA.

See PLAY Page 2

Official: 1st black box recovered
from train wasn't working
HOBOKEN, NJ. (AP) —
Here's what is known about the
investigation into a commuter
train crash that killed one person
and injured more than 100 others Thursday in Hoboken, New
Jersey:
THE INVESTIGATION
Officials say the one data recorder recovered so far from the
New Jersey Transit commuter
train that crashed in Hoboken
killing one and injuring more
than 100 others was not functioning the day of the accident.
But National Transportation
Safety Board vice chair T. Bella Dinh-Zarr said Sunday she's
hopeful the data recorder that's
in the cab control car in the front
of the train is functional. That
recorder hasn't been recovered
yet because that part of the station is still too dangerous to enter due to debris/compromised
structure.
If operating correctly, the
data recorder has information on
train speeds, brake and horn usage and more.
The new details came Sunday, a day after investigators
said there were no problems
with signals at the station where

the crash occurred.
The NTSB said the signals
leading to the terminal appear
to be working normally. It says
a full study can't be completed
yet because the train is still in
the station.
TRAIN SPEED
Dinh-Zarr said the train's engineer, Thomas Gallagher, told
investigators Saturday the train
was operating properly before
it crashed Thursday morning.,
The engineer also said the train
was operating at 10 mph as it
approached the station. He told
investigators he has no memory
of the accident.
Investigators said the conductor said he didn't see anything unusual about the speed of
the train.
The NTSB has collected numerous videos of the crash, including from surveillance cameras and other trains in the area.
They can use that, if necessary,
to make calculations to help determine how fast the train was
moving.
VIOLASAFETY
TIONS-FRA AUDIT
A U.S. government official
says the Federal Railroad Ad-

William Sun via AP
In a photo provided by William Sun, people examine the wreckage of a New Jersey
Transit commuter train that crashed Into the train station during the morning rush hour
In Hoboken„ N.J., Thursday, Sept. 29, 2016. The crash caused an unknown number of
Injuries and witnesses reported seeing one woman trapped under concrete and many
people bleeding.
ministration had investigated
New Jersey Transit and found
dozens of safety violations
months before Thursday's commuter train crash.
The official confirmed Saturday the FRA conducted an audit
of New Jersey Transit in June
and violations were found. The

HOME = SAVINGS!
CAIR.
Call today for details...

official says the rail agency also
was fined.
A follow-up phase of the
audit, focusing on ensuring the
railroad's compliance with safety guidelines, was ongoing when
the commuter train slammed
Into Hoboken Terminal Thursday.

THE VICTIM
Fabiola Bittar de Ksoon, the
crash's sole fatality, was a young
mother,talented lawyer and dedicated wife with a penchant for
travel.
Thursday. the 34-year-old de
Kroon was headed to the station
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Wednesday
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57
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Daily Forecast
Today: Patchy fog before 8am. Otherwise, partly sunny, with a high near
75. Calm wind becoming
east northeast around 5
mph in the afternoon.
Tonight: Partly cloudy,
with a low around 57. Light
east wind.
Tuesday: Mostly sunny,
with a high near 83. South
Aoutheast wind 3 to 6 mph.
t Tuesday Night: Partly
Oloudy, with a low around
. South southeast wind
o 6 mph.
Mostly
Wednesday:
sunny, with a high near 84.
South wind 7 to 10 mph.

t

Night:

Partly cloudy, with a low
around 63. South southeast wind 3 to 5 mph.
Thursday: Sunny, with
a high near 84. South wind
around 6 mph.
Thursday Night: Mostly clear, with a low around
60. Light east southeast
wind.
Friday: Sunny, with a
high near 79. South wind 5
to 7 mph becoming northwest in the afternoon.
Friday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around
52. North wind around 7
mph.
Saturday: Sunny, with a
high near 69. North northwest wind 7 to 10 mph.
Saturday Night: Mostly clear, with a low around
47. North northwest wind
around 6 mph.
Sunday: Sunny, with a
high near 71. North wind
around 8 mph.
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Primary Care Medical Center
is planning a new
16,000 sq ft. addition
to the existing 27,000 sq. ft. facility.
This will include a new Urgent Care
section whose medical directors will be
Dr. Hollis Clark and Dr. Bob Hughes.
JORDAN FERGUSON/Ledger & Times photos
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fields set up for play on Saturday while below them, Murray State University student
Brian Armstrong, of Louisville, who was one of many volunteers manning various activities at Play Day In the Park held in Murray's Central Park, helps some kiddos fish.
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"Most of these games are either owned personally or they
belong to the Playful City Committee.- Harrington said.
She also said that many of the
usual activities which grace Play
Day in the Park were absent due
to other obligations. Such activities included demonstrations
from the Calloway County Sheriff's Office in the form of DUI
goggles and the absence of other
first responders as well as other
events in the county on Saturday
also requiring attention. However. Harrington did say there was
more to offer Saturday than in

September.
"We want to keep everything
free so families can just come
up," Harrington said. "One of
the things is we want families
to enjoy being together without
having to worry about finances
or worrying if it will be safe or
age-appropriate for their children."
Harrington said the day is
not income-based at all, and that
she and the other members of
the Playful City effort just want
people in the community to be
able to come out and have a
good time. Lunch in the form of
hot dogs and drinks were even
provided for hungry visitors to
refuel their batteries before play.
Some of the games featured

SBO

during the day were supervised.
with some attendees volunteering from various organizations
within the community, such as
the Murray Woman's Club and
students from various campus
groups found at Murray State
University.
While the availability of
some volunteers was reduced by
the occurrence of fall break for
both the city and county schools.
Harrington said there were still
plenty of helping hands available to see the day complete its
objective, providing fun.
"The entire purpose of this
is just to get people to come out
and play," Harrington said. III
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JORDAN FERGUSON/Ledger & Times photos
Many gathered on the grounds of Murray State University's Pullen Farm Saturday to get
a taste of agrarian life. Fall on the Farm, which Is hosted by the MSU Hutson School of
Agriculture and the Ag Leadership Council, is designed to help children who have not
grown up in the agriculture community learn where their food comes from and gain a
better understanding of the impact agriculture has on their daily lives.
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Fall concert to be Tuesday
The Fall Concert Mini-Series sponsored by
Keller Williams Realty and Gallimore Electrical
Contractors will be offered at 7 p.m. Tuesday.
Oct. 4, at the Rotary Amphitheater in the Murray-Calloway County Central Park. The Fabulous 50s Show will be presented by the cast of
the Badgett Playhouse.Tickets are $8 in advance
and $10 at the door for general admission. Reseats are $12.50 or $40 for a season pass
served
Datebook
and include a reserve chair. Advance tickets
Martha
are available by calling the Badgett Playhouse
Finney Andrus, at 1-888-362-4223 or purchase online at www.
Community editor grandriversvariety.tix.com, at Keller Williams
Realty offices, Murray-Calloway County Hospital or at the Murray Convention and Visitors Bureau. Guests are
encouraged to bring a lawn chair. Concessions are available and
coolers will not be permitted. In the event of rain, the show will be
scheduled one week later. All funds raised will be used to purchase a
31Y—manunography unit for the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
For questions, call 270-227-0253.

Canned goods needed
Soup for the Soul,a local community ktichen,is in need of canned
goods as the pantry is almost empty. Bring donations to Soup for the
Soul at 411 Maple St.

MHS Class of 1974 to meet
The Murray High School Class of 1974 will have a 60th birthday
party at 6 p.m. on Saturday, Oct. 8, at the Big Apple Cafe. Anyone
who was a member of the class is welcome to attend. Food and
drinks will be the responsibility of each individual. For questions,
call Gingy Grider at 270-978-0557.

Murray State University receives
$1.1 million National Science
Foundation grant from S-STEM
several foreign countries. The collection informaSpecial to the Ledger
Murray State University's department of biolog- tion serves as a valuable resource to researchers as
ical sciences, through the Jesse D. Jones College well as the public.
The grant was awarded to Dr. Dayle Saar, proof Science, Engineering and Technology,received
a $1.1 million grant from the National Science fessor of biology. Biology faculty members Dr.
Foundation's initiative, S-STEM (Scholarships in Michael Flinn and Dr. Tim Spier will also serve as
Science,Technology, Engineering and Mathemat- mentors on the grant.
"It is becoming more and more important to unics). The grant is titled "Upper Delta Region Bioderstand how the diversity of plants and animals
diversity Scholarship Program."
Rooted in experiential learning for students, a evolves as a result of habitat loss, invasive species
majority of the grant will be used to support grad- and climate change," said Saar. This project will
uate and undergraduate students with stipends or provide opportunities for students in STEM scischolarships for travel to research sites, profes- ences to utilize computer techniques to data mine
sional meetings and a multi-day summer institute the wealth of historic natural history information
in biodiversity science and natural history collec- contained in university biocollections.
"Coupled with their field work to collect current
tions management. Students will work in teams on
biodiversity-related research projects in the upper data and molecular analyses in the lab, students
Delta region, which includes the greater Missis- will be gaining valuable experience while gensippi Valley from central Arkansas through south- erating a deeper understanding of natural history
trends. This information will be vital to science if
ern Illinois, including western Kentucky.
Murray State's Department of Biological Sci- we are going to effectively manage and preserve
ences includes a herbarium with about 34,000 native populations for future generations."
Earlier this year, Murray State received a $3.8
specimens, the oldest of which was collected in
grant, also from the National Science
million
the late 19th century. The herbarium represents
more than 200 plant families from 48 states and Foundation,to study toxic algae blooms. III

Special to the Ledger
Murray State University will conduct its sevVeterans seminar planned
annual Project Leadership workshop on Oct.
enth
Brookdale Murray Assisted Living will hold a veterans seminar
Leadership is an interactive leadership
Project
31.
from 6-7 p.m. Thursday, Oct.6.There will be a presentation on eliworkshop led by Murray State faculty and staff
There
claims.
file
to
how
and
benefits
payable
requirements,
gibility
and sponsored by the Arthur J. Bauemfeind Colis no admission but reservations are required by Friday. Call 270lege of Business and the office of recruitment.
seminar.
the
759-1555 for questions and to make a reservation for
The workshop will begin with registration from
8:30-9 a.m. in the Curris Center. Registration is
Woodmen Life 592 will meet Tuesday
$5 per high school student and includes lunch, a
WoodmenLife Chapter 592 will meet at 5:30 p.m. Tuesday, Oct. T-shirt and materials for the day.
4, at the WoodmenLife Building on C.C. Lowry Drive. A meal will
be provided before the meeting. All members are urged to attend.

Line dance class offered
A line dance class will be held at 5:30 p.m. every Wednesday at
the American Legion Hall at 310 Bee Creek Drive. The class fee is
$5. A couples line dance class will be at 6:30 p.m. and the class fee
is $10 or $10 for both classes. For more information, call Donna at
731-445-0080 or show up for the class. Everyone is welcome.

MWC Kappa Department to meet
The Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
at 6:30 p.m. on Tuesday,Oct.4,at the Murray Woman's Clubhouse.
lrohe program,"Fall Fashions by DK Kelley," will be presented by
Jimet Wallis. The hostesses are Belinda Wallis and Jennifer ErnstbOrger.

Ladies oldie

Thunay Countly Club

Low putts were Peggy Shoemaker and Lashlee
The Ladies Golf Association of the Murray
Country Club held its regular play on Wednesday, Foster.
Chip-ins for all golfers was Vickie Baker.
with Cyndi Cohoon as hostess.
The next Ladies Day will be at 9:30 a.m.
For 18 holes,the winners were:
Wednesday with Peggy Shoemaker as hostess.
Championship flight: Terri Pickens
The lineup will be made at the tee.
First flight: Susan Doran
Other events planned are the Orange Ball
Second flight: Vickie Baker
Scramble on Oct. 12, and the annual banquet on
•
Low putts: Val Heath
Oct. 18.
For nine holes,the winner was Sheila Henry.

Please support the
United Way of
Murray-Calloway County

Make A Difference Day to be Saturday
:The 108th Bill Wells Make A Difference Day will be from 9
a:rn.-noon on Saturday, Oct. 8, at Roy Stewart Stadium. Paper and
cardboard will be taken. The Lions Club will collect eyeglasses and
the WATCH Center will collect aluminum cans. Court Appointed
Special Advocates(CASA) will be taking cellphones and West KY
Mentoring Inc. will have a bin for ink jet cartridges. Clothes will be
collected for Angels Attic, and the Kiwanis Club will have a bin for
shoes.The Murray City Police Department and the Calloway County Sheriff's office will accept prescription drugs in original containers. Plastic and glass will also be collected as well as bins provided
for used motor oil. Books will be gathered for recycling to benefit
Community Education, and gently-used sports gear and equipment
will be taken for the "Game Ready" initiative. Prom dresses will be
collected for a new local program called "Prom it Forward." The
shredder will also be on-site. Batteries are no longer accepted.

The first session will begin at 9 a.m. and the
workshop will conclude at 2 p.m. Each school
that registers more than 10 students will receive a
$100 travel stipend from the office of recruitment.
Deadline for registration is Oct. 17. Visit murraystate.edu/projectleadership for registration and
other information. For additional information,
contact Stephanie Tony,Project Leadership workshop director, at stotty@murraystate.edu or 2708094196.•
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HAPPENINGS
BY ANN1TA FEELER

We appreciate Kenna Walker
from Home Health Plus coming out and presenting a Healthy
Living seminar for us. Not only
did she serve us some delicious
refreshments but Ms. Marie
Libassi won the door prize!
Kenna thank you!
Cindy from the Calloway
County Public Library met with
our "Hickory Nuts" Book Club
this week. We always enjoy our
book club and love all of the
goodies she brings us.
Thursday we had an ice cream
social. Mitzi made us some
vanilla and chocolate. It was
cool outside so we ate indoors.
We love our ice cream especially
when it is homemade!
We are so blessed to have Bro.
David Allbritten and some of
his congregation from Kirksey
United Methodist Church and
Goshen Methodist Church with
us Sunday for services. We
know Sundays are busy days for
pastors and churches. We really
appreciate their dedication to do
services for us every month. It
is great for church to come to us
since we aren't always physically
able to attend.
Jenise has been on the beautiful
sandy beaches of Florida this
week. It has certainly been very
quiet around here. But we hope
she's had a good time and will
return refreshed, relaxed and with
a good tan
Our birthday folks this week are
Opha Spiceland and employee
Brenda Green. Happy Birthday
to both of you and many more!
•148 I
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Temple Hill Lodge will meet Tuesday
Temple Hill 276 Masonic Lodge will meet on Tuesday, Oct. 3.
A meal will be served at 6 p.m. followed by the meeting at 7 p.m.
Master Jeff Kirks urges all master masons to attend.

CCPL to present `Zootopia'
The Calloway County Public Library will present a Kids' Movie
Afternoon at 1 p.m. Wednesday, Oct. 6,featuring "Zootopia." This
event is for ages 3-15 accompanied by an adult. The movie along
with popcorn and a drink are free of charge.

Home Health Plus

CALL TODAY
270-753-8055
tooiing forfinancing options?
SPECIAL FINANCIS AVAILAIIII•
"%OttIs oat wok id Owlet*

The highest standard ofcare, all in the
comfort ofyour own home!

Michael K.
Stone,
BC-HIS

270.753.5656

Celebrate Recovery to meet

Celebrate Recovery is a 12-step Christ-centered recovery meeting
program for anyone who struggles with hurts, habits or hang-ups.
Meetings are held every Tuesday night from 6:30-8 p.m. at Hope
or Church on Kentucky 94 East. For MOM information, call
7;3-6695.
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William Rayburn Pendergrass

to provided
ue Lawyer."
. To Join the

William Rayburn Pendergrass, 90, of Murray,
Kentucky, died Thursday. Sept. 29, 2016, in the
NHC Health Care Center of Murfreesboro, Tennessee.
He was born in Graves County, Kentucky, to
Novil and Pearl Pendergrass.
He was preceded in death by his parents and his
sister, Josephine Barnhill.
He was a member of Coldwater Church of
Christ.
Mr. Pendergrass is survived by his wife, FreiPendergrass da Dell
Pendergrass; a daughter, Anita Gail Wisehart and husband Larry of Murfreesboro; a sister,
Wanda McGary and husband Leon of Paducah; two grandchildren,
Loren Wisehart and wife Carrie of Madison, Alabama, and Celena
Marshall of Hendersonville, Tennessee; and six great-grandchildren, Daniel Wisehart, Alison Wisehart, Hannah Wisehart, Joshua
Wisehart, Abigail Marshall and Elizabeth Marshall.
The funeral service was at 2 p.m. Saturday, Oct. I, 2016, at
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. Burial followed in Coldwater Church of Christ Cemetery. Visitation was from from noon
until the service hour on Saturday,Oct. I ,20I 6,at the funeral home.
Online condolences may be left at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home was in charge of arrangements.

Chong Tanner
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Chong Tanner, 64, of Murray, Kentucky, died at 12:15 a.m. on
Thursday, Sept. 29, 2016, at Spring Creek Health Care Center of
Murray.
She was born Aug. 5, 1952.
Ms. Tanner is survived by her son, Matt Tanner and wife
Anne-Marie, three sisters and two brothers.
A private memorial service will be held at a later date.
Online condolences may be left at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Cenna

Ralph Edward Darnell
Ralph Edward Darnell, 74, of the Coldwater,
Kentucky,community,died Saturday, Oct.1,2016,
at Lourdes Hospital in Paducah, Kentucky.
He was born in Calloway County,Kentucky,on
Nov.24, 1941,to Stanley Darnell and Fern Crouch
Darnell.
He was a retired farmer and worked at Tappan
Manufacturing Company for 18 years. He was a
member of Coldwater Baptist Church.
In addition to his parents, he was preceded in
death by his son, Larry Darnell.
Mr. Darnell is survived by his wife, Judith Hargis Darnell of Coldwater, whom he married Feb.
20, 1960, in Murray; two daughters, Rhonda Barnes and husband
Eugene of Dallas. Texas, and Dee Dee Cook and husband Brad of
Murray; two sisters, Linda Duncan and husband Charles of Coldwater and Lagenia Miller and husband Ken of Murray; three brothers,
Dan Darnell and wife Judy of Coldwater, Philip Darnell and wife
Betty of Murray,and Randy Darnell and wife Rhonda of Mayfield;
six grandchildren, Ashley Domescik and husband Ryan of Nashville, Tennessee, Cortney Holland and husband Justin of Murray,
Chelsea Darnell of New York City, New York, Madison Barnes
of Los Angeles, California, Caroline Darnell of Charleston, South
Carolina, and Trent Barnes of Dallas; three great-grandchildren,
Khloe Domescik, Logan Holland and Rylee Domescik; and nieces
and nephews Greg Darnell, LaVona Gallimore, Mark Duncan,Amy
McReynolds, Alan Miller, Leah Fulton, Jeremy Darnell, Shawn
Darnell and Matt Darnell.
Funeral services will be Tuesday. Oct. 4, 2016, at 1 p.m. at the
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with John Dale officiating and eulogy
by Garry Evans. Burial will follow in Asbury Cemetery. Visitation
will be Monday,Oct. 3,2016, after 4 p.m. at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Angels Community Clinic, 1005 Poplar St., Murray, KY 42071.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

GOP asks Ky. candidate to Lane restrictions at 1-24
drop out after offensive posts to last through Thursday
Special to the Lodger
A contractor for The Kentucky Transportation Cabinet (KYTC)
plans to continue night traffic restrictions along Interstate 24 at Exit
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)- The Republican Party of Kentucky 25(Purchase Parkway) through Thursday.
has asked a state House candidate to drop out of the race after he
The contractor will restrict traffic on 1-24 to one lane in each diposted several photos on Facebook depicting President Barack rection from 8 p.m. to 6 a.m. each day. Eastbound
and westbound
Obama and the first lady as monkeys.
traffic will be moved to the left-hand or passing lane in this work
Republican Party of Kentucky chairman Mac Brown and House
Republican Floor Leader Jeff Hoover both signed the letter. It says zone to allow the contractor to construct median crossovers required
while Dan Johnson has a First Amendment right to free speech, to transition traffic to a diversion once the crossovers are completed.
elected leaders "must hold ourselves and those with whom we serve These night-lane restrictions will run along 1-24 from Exit 25 to near
Exit 27.
to a higher standard."
Please note that prep work for the night lane restrictions will re"As leaders we are expected to not only understand our rights
but also exercise good judgment in how we use them to express quire workers to be present along the work zone starting a couple
ourselves," Brown and Hoover wrote.
of hours before the restrictions are put up each night. Caution is reJohnson did not immediately return messages seeking comment. quired.
Johnson said Friday the posts were satire and that he would not drop
These night lane restrictions along 1-24 will be taken down by
out of the race.
6:00 the following morning.
The posts on Dan Johnson's Facebook page include a picture of
As a reminder, the 1-24 westbound exit ramp (Exit 25-B) to the
a chimpanzee with the caption "Obama's baby picture" and a photo
Purchase
Parkway northbound (Calvert City) remains closed in the
that had been altered to give Obama and his wife, Michelle,ape-like
features. Johnson's page also displayed a photo of a young Ronald interchange. Westbound 1-24 traffic seeking to access Calvert City
Reagan feeding a monkey with a bottle with the caption: "Rare pho- should detour via 1-24's Exit 27 to U.S. 62 westbound. A message
tos of Ronald Reagan babysitting Barack Obama in early 1962." His board placed east of 1-24 Exit 27 directs traffic to this detour.
page also included a post calling Islam a "criminal syndicate."
As weather allows., the contractor will continue hauling material
Johnson said Friday "I really don't think I've done anything as from the northeast quadrant of the existing cloverleaf to help consomeone to be a racist." Brown and Hoover said the posts "demon- struct portions of the new interchange. Flaggers
will be stationed on
strate a total disrespect for a number of minority communities.
ramps to assist with traffic control as industrial haul trucks move
"Your comments after the fact show either a lack of understanding or concern for how offensive this action is to respectable people around the interchange. Motorists should be prepared to stop when
required.
of any race." they wrote.
This work zone along 1-24 in Marshall County between the 25
If Johnson does withdraw, Republicans would not be able to replace him on the ballot, Republican Party spokesman Tres Watson and 28 mile marker includes a 55 mph speed limit with an enhanced
said. That would hurt Republican chances of winning a majority in enforcement presence and doubled fines for citations.
the state House of Representatives. Johnson is challenging incumJim Smith Contracting of Grand Rivers is the prime contractor
bent Democrat Linda Belcher in the state's 49th district, which in- on the $37.8 million interchange reconstruction project. The new
cludes part of Bullitt County just south of Louisville.
1-24/1-69 Calvert City interchange has a target completion date of
The Kentucky House of Representatives is the last legislative
July 1.2018.
chamber in the South still controlled by Democrats. Republicans
All work schedules are subject to change due to weather, emerneed to pick up four seats to win a majority for the first time since
gencies and other factors.
1920. II
Dial 511,log on to 511.ky.gov or download the WAZE app for the
latest in traffic and travel information in Kentucky.
Timely traffic advisories for the 12 counties of KYTC Highway
District 1 are available by going to www.facebook.com/kytcdistrictl.
You do not have to be a Facebook member to access this page.•
By ADAM BEAM
Associated Press
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From front
a few minutes.
Listed below are the supervisory- approved traffic safety
checkpoint locations in Calloway County and the surrounding
counties of Graves, Marshall and
Trigg.
Calloway County
•U.S. 641 South at Barber
Drive
*Kentucky 94 East at Kentucky 280
*Kentucky 121 South between Milepoints 3.187 and 3.69
'Kentucky 280 at Cohoon
Road
Graves County
'U.S. 45 South at Kentucky
339 in Wingo
*U.S. 45 South at Kentucky

1748
'Kentucky 94 at Kentucky
381 in Lynnville
'Kentucky 849 at Kentucky
1684
*Kentucky 303 at Kentucky
339 at the four-way stop
Marshall County
'U.S.68 at Kentucky 95
'U.S.641 at Kentucky 1422
"Kentucky 348 between Milepoints 4.7 and 5.0 near Meadowbrook Circle
'Kentucky 402 at Kentucky
1364
Trigg County
'
US 68 Bypass west of Howard Anderson Bridge
'Kentucky 139 North at Bush
Road
'
Kentucky 274 west of John
Woodruff Bridge near the entrance to the boat ramp
For more information, visit,
www.kentuckystatepolice.org. 11,

degree graduate from Floridil
International University's College of Business, had previously
From front
lived in Florida, but was a Braduring the morning commute. zil native. She'd temporarily
First she dropped off her tod- paused her legal career, leaving
dler and had a good, but fleeting, the software company SAP in i
conversation with a day care Brazil after her husband got a :
job with an international liquor
worker.
A short time later, the train company.
A friend of Bittar de Kroon's
barreled down the tracks with
such speed that it plowed into family told The Record newspaa barrier and went airborne into per (http://bit.ly/2c1AjhH) her
the station. De Kroon was bur- husband would accompany his
ied by debris. She died as a crash wife's body back to Brazil for :
burial.•
-'
bystander comforted her.
De Kroon, a 2011 master's

II TRAIN

City roads to undergo paving
Special to the Ledger
A contractor for the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet plans as-i
phalt paving along sections of Sycamore Street and Wiswell Road
starting this week.
Asphalt paving is planned at the following locations:
"Sycamore Street in Murray from 16th Street to 12th Street, i •
distance of 0.5 miles, beginning Tuesday.
•Wiswell Road from Crossland Road to Doran Road, a distance
of 3.15 miles, beginning Wednesday.
Murray Paving is the prime contractor on this $350,499 highway:.
improvement project. Paving along Sycamore Street and WiswellRoad is expected to take about two weeks to complete, weather permitting.
Motorists should use appropriate caution where equipment, flaggers and maintenance personnel are along the roadway close to the.,
traffic flow. II

Give Life.
DONATE BLOOD

American
Red Cross
Western K(Attila y Chapter .sen:irts Callow.av Count

"
1 STOCK MARKET REPORT
Price.
300 v.m.
Sepiconber 30, 2“16

Investments Since 1854
Dow Jaws Ind. A4._1/110627 + 19527
Air Products

15035- 0.16

Apple.----AT&T,Inc.

113.05 + 0.87
40.60 - 0.13

BB&T

37.73 + 0.45

Bank of America ..-

1545 + 0.49

Briggs & Stratton

18.64 + 0.19

Bristol Myers Squibb
.....
Caterpillar

53.92 + .05
:':.79+ 132

Chevron Texaco Corp _102.92 + 1.65
43.10 + 033
Yahoo
Dean Foods Exxoa+Mobil

.16.40 + 0.01
8730 + 0.84

Ford Motor Co........._

12.05 + 0.10

General Electric...

29.63 + 012

Glaxo Smith Kliit

43.13 + 0.22

Amazon

83'731 + 826

HopFed Banc*
IBM
Intel

......

.1111 -+ 0.74
37.72 + 0.40

Kroger..............

29.67 + 0.17

Mattel ................................30.28 - 0.49
11535 + 056
McDonalds
62,40 + 0.49

Merck -......
Microsoft.

57.60 + 0.20

• 0.02
JCPeoary
Pepsico. Inc....................108.76 + 1.00
13.86 + 0S4

Pfizer. Inc
Regions Financial

.... 986 + 0.19

Sears Holding Corp
11.46 + 0.46
Time Warner ....._..___ 79.70 + 1.09
42.88 + 0.40
US Bancorp.
Anthem
Wal+Mart

+ 038
........----.72.11 + 138

Goodyear Tire & Robber ..3231+ 037

HILLIARD LYONS
Financial Consultants (t-R).
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
1712 Si. RI 121 N Suits DI PAirray, KY 42071
270-753.3366 I 800•444-1854
Hours: 0700 a.m.-5:00 p.m. M-F
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CLASSIFIEDS
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WI Do

Classified Manager
classified@murrayledger.cOm

131.411 AN ,1111154
$70.00 Column Inch.60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount3rd Run.
(Alt 3 Ms Must Run 'Muria ti Day Period.)
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday
(Shopping Guide)
I INV AlltS
$8.25 First Day -20 words or less Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days:
$.12 per word per day.
$3.35 extra for Smart Saver
Non.Clas 'beds go into Smart Saver

ADVERTISERS are
'equested to check the
first insertion of their
ads for any error
Murray Ledger &
Times will be responsible for only one incorrect
insertion_ Any error
should be reported
mmediately so
corrections can be
made.

Fri. 10 am.
Fri.91m.
Madam.
Noul2pm.

Airport Rd
Follow Signs. Same
Location as Always'
Pumpkins ALL sizes
J Gingles
270-753-6132
Like us on facet:rook it
tacebook eon
pennypumplonpatch
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

Reid pm,
llue.12 pa.

To Place An Ad
Or Yard Sale
Call (270) 753-1916
email
or stop by our
office at 1001 'Whitnell Ave.
•Office Hours:
Monday-Friday
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
• Fax:(270) 753-1927
010
Legal
Notice

NOTICE OF SPECIAL ELECTION
The undersigned, the duly elected Sheriff of
Calloway County, Kentucky, pursuant to the provisions of KRS 118.720, 118.740 and 118.750 does
hereby give Notice that the Governor of the
Commonwealth of Kentucky has issued a
Proclamation establishing a special election to fill
the vacancy in the First Congressional District,
United States House Representatives, to be held on
Tuesday. November 8, 2016. A copy of this Notice
will be posted on the door of the Calloway County
Courthouse and the several places of voting
Samuel C. Steger Jr.,
CALLOWAY COUNTY SHERIFF

Subscribe today
to get the latest news &

don't forget to check out
the full edition on our
website
www.murrayledger.com!

$39.00
$65.00
$119.00

3 mo.
6 mo.
12 mo

Rest of KY
$49.00
$90.00
$135.00

3 mo.
6 mo.
12 mo

Out of State
$85.00
$110.00
$160.00

3 mo
6 mo.
12 mo.

Check Money Order Visa

Cash paid for good,
used guns

inside
Bensons Sporting
Goods
519 S. 12th, St.
Murray
270-753-1342

LIKE NEW
Tin
Long-arm-26"
Liz_zie $5000- 12'(or 8'
or 4') long laser, stitch
regulator plus extras
731-641-8080 Paris
Landing Area.
Stephen King
Hard back books
Excellent conditions
Call 270-227-8721

Ann
Queen
8PC
Cherry Dining Room
Suite.
6 chairs, buffet, 2
leafs,
expansion
$475.00
Excellent condition
270-804-1611 Randy

M/C

Name

Lake
KENTUCKY
Labor
Moving
Positions. $10 an hr
Apply at
office. 40 Neale Trail Murray, KY. 270-7532442

270-753-9224

Witval•S

University Heights
Apartments is now
accepting applications
for 1BR Rental
Assisted Apartments
M-W-F, 8-2.30
1734 Campbell St.
270-759-2282 or
270-395-7325
Heanng Impaired only
1-800-648-6056.
Handicap accessible
6. Equal Housing
Opportunity.
EOE

0
0.

von are reading this,
so are your
potential customers!

270
Mobile Hanes For Sale

Storage Rentals

Commerical Prop. For Rent

For all your storage convenience

CHOOSE FROM OUR 4 LOCATIONS:
'Murray Stott & Lock- 1611 N. 12th St.
.MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th
.Garlaad Resta! Boat it Miai-Storage - Hwy.94E
Climait Control
11T64R14ND TUE C.; OF }OUR STOWE NEEDS!
1900 AN. 12th St P.O. Boy 65 Murray, FY 42071
Office 270 753 2905 Fax 170 753 9505
• garlandrentals •gmall.com

Pets & Supplies

0,
:

Siz
s
r /1“;•ri
•
4/7 SurveIllatite •

l'

812 Whitnell Avenue • Murray

270-753-3853
J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE

720 S. 4TH St
Comer of 121 S & Glendale

119 E MAIN ST
1270)753-6266
HOURS
MON-FRI
8•00-4,00
SATURDAY
800-12 00

10x10's &10x15's
(270) 293-6907

Public Sale
AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

Man',.y Ledger k Times Fair
tiousing Act Notice
Al real estate advertised herein
is .ithiert to the Federal Fair
Housing Ad, which makes it
illegal lo advertise ani• preteieme, liriutation or di;airrunation based on race, color, religion sex, handicar, familial status or national ongin, or intention to make any such preferences. limitations or disaim nabon.
State laws forbid discrumnatioc
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law
We will knowingly aicept arc
advertimng for real estate which
is not in violation of the law All
persons are hereby' informed
that all dwellings advertised are
aiallable on an equal opportunity keds
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Courtael
Rene P Milant (701'i b48-1000

Daytime Phone

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, Ky 42071
(270) 753-1916

LOGia ER&

JCPENNY
mmediate openings
available for, sales
associates, and
operations team_
Early mornings, and
positions
daytime
Jewelry positions for
days and nights and
early morning custodial
work.
270-759-1400

270-4

Over
Exp

Commerical Prop. For Rent

640 S. 4th St. &
Sunbury Circle
Multiple sizes,
lighting in every unit,
security lighting,
new remodeled.
27 761-7557
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

David 27
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
;wit( & tree work.

TRAVIS
ASPHALT
Paving-Seaicoating
Striping
Gravel-Dirt-Sand
TONY TRAVIS

460
Homes For Sale

Root Repel
'Shingles

Guarant
Free E
270-254-04

NEW Build 3BR/2BA all
brick home. The Gates
270-227- .
1400sg/ft.
;
Filipino House
0375.
Cleaning
• 30 years expenence •
I
' •Vacuum 'Moping
New 2-4
Bedroom homes in • 'Dusting -Bathrooms
Murray Area
Riverfield Estate
27p-9701762
L

rucense.d-rnir77,1
I

SBG Real Property
Professionals
270-293-7872

BRICK Home for Sale
in Puryear. 3Br 1 1/2Ba
1600sq/ft. New interior
paint and carpet with
backyard.
fenced
89,900.
For more information
call 731-247-6193.

Moore's
Concrete
•Dnveways
•Patios
*Stamping
*Garages
*Dirt Work
•Lic & Ins.
Jeff Moore
931-289-9253

MLC
Used Trucks

CONSTRUCTION
t.t.0

2007 Ford F150 XLT
Tnton 5.4 Liter 4x4
154000 miles, New
Tires, Breaks. 6.5bed.
ARE cap with bed liner

• New Construction

Excellent condition
$12,500.00
Call or text (262)4904692
Services Offered

• Remodels
• 0ryWall & Patnfing
• Licensed Insured
• fire 8, Water
Restoration
• Free Estimates
110-1664404
Of

Wed
/1nnive
Engag

751-14S-5279

Hill Electric 00 avasazevive

RGL Storage, LLC
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes,
*We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

Mara M.N.

Wooded residential
lot In established
Murray neighborhood
270-978-0876
270-759-5469

Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

7534)562
www.hillelectric corn

•PRessmet Wammr.
•Lawv Care
•Revoevrmi
•commovor
•tie /4,.9

6irtk
or,

Cavriter Scorr
220-971-7,5?

ittuorr TO STAND OUT?
A 2x2 classified display ad is only $300 for a whole month in the
Murray Ledger and Times and in the Shopping Guide!

Ntur
Ledg
Tim
Let ms
eek

270-7,
LESS THAN
$10

GET NOTICED
TODAY!
Call Ifickl at
(270) 753-1916.

Neip Wanted
Zip

Backed by our family's 130* years of funeral
service to Murray & Calloway Co

270-293-4256
DOG Obedience.
glendhenmere.com
(270)436-2858.

City
State

•Drvwal
•Tile •Fi
•Insured •
•Free
•Member
on An

COMMERCIAL PROPERTYi
FOR RENT
1314 SYCAMORE ST.
901-517-4147

Townhouses
AVAILABLE NOW
Coleman Real Estate
270-753-9898

1 Bedroom Efficiency
Apt. close to MSU Call
between 10:00am and
5.00pm. 270-753-3474

AU A
Re
•Horne I
•Barh
&A

Zach 27

Storage lientais

Apartments,
Duplexes

GREAT neighborhood
3Br 2Ba.
rent
$785
$785
deposit.
1800 B Valley Drive.
270-753-8242.

Matthew Inlet,
I
Pre-Amangernent
Spec‘x,5t. & Funeral D‘rector
514err

Irrevocable Medicaid Approved

CALL NICKI TO PLACE YOUR AD
270-753-1916

NICE 2BR Duplex, All
Appliances
270-227-7414

1/2 mile from KY lake
38 Woodlake Dr.
Murray, KY 42071
615-397-3171

320
Apartments For Rent

PRE-PLANNING
Help your Loved Ones When
They Need it the Most
& provide Peace of Mind for You

citt

440
Lots For Sale

Nice 2BR mobile home
No Pets 270-752-8556
or 270-753-9866

Thank you for your business'

110

RENT to Own
16x60 28r, 2Ba
$2950/down,
$450/month

280
Mobile Homes For Rant

Owned Opet,ite(1 fv The McClure's

II

PER ISSUE!

060

Address

KEY RECYCLING
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-759-9694

Light, Ekaricity, asi4c24 Survedlarke

FIREWOOD For Sale
& Delivered. $60.00 a
rick. Call 270-293-7893

JASMINE'S in Murray
looking for experienced
Kitchen
Manager,'
Executive Chefs. Apply
between the hours of 24PM. or vist us online
at craveiasmine.com

RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL

Home Furnishings

CAREGIVERS
Needed! We are currently looking for caregivers with overnight
availability. If you have
experience and are
compassionate about
what you do then
please contact us at
2707535990.
CRACKER Barrel hiring grill cooks, servers,
cashiers & retail.
Apply online at
iobs.crackerbarrel.com
Benefits after 30 days

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Lodge Apply In
person after 7:00PM.
No phone calls.
HELP wanted. Retail
sales. Fast pace environment. Apply in person at Paint Plus
Flooring. Must be good
with color coordinating
& decorating.

270-7538556
1505 Duiguld Dr.
TOO 1-800-545-1633 ext263

CAMP SEPTIC CLEANING OF MURRAY

Wrecked, running and non-running
Autos, Battenes, and all Aluminum

Straw $3.50! bale
(270)753-4582, 270227-7352

Rrsecod

When accessing the
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
wehpage at
murrayledger.cona,
volt will he redirected
to Jobrietwork.coin.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this vvebsite.
However, as a national
website. not all listings
km die johnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.

BUYING, BUYING, BUYING

GALLOWAY GARDENS
ESSEX DOWNS
APARTMENTS
1BR from $345
2814 from $375

tiOn IA an
.
11.1.t

Help Wanted

DISCLAIMER

2BR, 1BA duplex
Furnished
270-7530259

H&H Guns

060

classified.murrayledger.com

Legal
Notice

r

Articles
For Sale

(ILASElIFIEDS
DEADLINES

010

NOW Hiring'',
House Keeping and
Maintenance Staff
Apply in person only.
Holiday Inn Express
Hwy 641 N Murray Ky

150

The publisher maintains the right to reiect or edit any
submitted matter

Mosby
Smart Saver
Madly
%dad*
'Norsk
Friday
Saturday

FRED JONTE
Purple Freightliner
VINe 644792 (last 6)
TAG a AR K784887
020
Notice

BUSINESS &
SERVICE DIRECTORY

apartments For Rent

Help UMW

Least
Notice

Nick!Peach.
Murray Ledger & Times

320

060

010

731-2
270-2

L

0 MURRAY

Get an ad this
size for one
month for only
$300!

0_

EDGER0/TIMES

ger & Times

Murray Ledger & Times

Wads'',October 3,2.14• 7

David's Home GARY W. DICK
Improvement
ELECTRIC
LLC
Water Demigod Floors
Braces & For Joists
Rernodetna & Plunting

Licensed &
Insured

WO Do Insurance Work

270-293-3248

Visa & masscrurci Acoepted

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

IMow*-16RoT. Hill Appliance

• FALL LEAF CLEAN UP I
FALL SCRUB TRIMMING'

HILL SEPTIC

PUMPING
EXCAVATION
& TRUCKING

F MURRAY

AN Your Sesptictalidll
Installahan

& Repair
Oirt.
White
Sand SMeech

(270)293-8686
KENTUCKY LAKE
FIEMODEL1NG.COM
All Aspects of
Remodeling
'Home Norm emnts
*Bath 'Kitchen
Additions
'Drywall "Painting
'Tile 'Flooring 'Decks
*Insured 'Sc Discount
'Free Estimates
'Member of "A" Rating
on Angiel List

re of funeral
'ay Co

270-436-5959

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

AD

Over 28 Years
Experience
Zach 270-873-7700
vices Offered
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Repair
Serving
West Kentucky
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I

.Restdentud/Coentnerctal .
•• Locally Owned/Operated I
• Lie. & lna.
.
Call Terry at
I
•
•270-349-6380
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.
•
.mi

FRAMES
TREE
SERVICE
FiEr.%).AL
Ron Frame
(2701227-3140

Selling your
motorcycle or ATV?

Jason HUI
(270) 226-0194
Service on all
major brands
Licensed & Insured

HALL S WASTE
MANAGEMENT
seedy & special pickups
owned/operated
270-7591151
270-293-2783
270.293-2784

ftdsig
Ask about our

Call us, we'll be
glad to help.
Murray Ledger &
Times
270-753-1916

Send completed card above or your own card to:

LMGER
&TIMES
PO Box 1040, Murray,

DISPIEL114_

oracle's
for all your
advertising
needs.
753-1916

••
‘;41 • e

KY 42071

Or email your recipes to: mftemurrayledger.com

Whether you have a full house or need to draw from the deck, the
Classifieds give you a wining hand. We're your best bet for finding
affordably priced merchandise
or buyers interested in your holdings.

LEDGER &TIMES

in themiClassifieds.

753-1916

David 270-227-1106
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iauling. Clean
ages, gutters,
ee work.

AVIS
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PiosTi

E
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Roof Repair I New Roof

•Shingies •Metai'Rubber
Roofs
Guaranteed Leak Fixes
Free Estimates
270-254-049044orra KY
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I-Dirt-Sand
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Say 'HAPPY BIRMON
to someone special!
HONOR
Name:
bri

John Doe

93-4256

'r,ette.

S expenence
JM .Moping
3•13athrooms
,ray Area
9701762

Branch of Service:
Number of Years Served:

years old • 2-4-15

kiriteriran1
no House ;
mining

OUR HEROES THIS VETERANS DAY,

Message:

pa

ACTUAL AD SIZE!

•
I
I
•

Name of Payee:

Pore's

Pcrete

iveways
Patios
:amping
larages
id Work
& Ins

Send payment to:

$12 SINGLE SPACE

1;15
(color ad with photo)

L2GER

$18 DOUBLE SPACE
DEADLINE: NOV. 4 AT 5!00 PM

CROSSWORDS

GAME CENTER

Moore

89-9233

BOOTH
PA I L
ABNER
ALTHO
METRO
RINSE
AID
I DA
CSA
SETS IN
AWLS
SECT I ONAL
REFIT
COAST L I NE
CARP
ESSAYS
TEA
ARK
ORE
INALL
LOGIN
ALOFT
NOL I E

NLC

RUCTION

Pr

Lit

Word Search — Invention

Construction

'emodels
II ft Painting

Weddings

.ed

Insured
e & Water
tontine

Iqviniversary's

Estimates

293-0404
at
43-5279

f

Engagement's

WASW/A4".

eirtkday's

A,Can
NWT/41
AffAVIAll

s
A' /4,

Scorr

Ar-7/59
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•
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Murray
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Let us help
you
Celebrate
270-753-1916
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ACROSS
1 Burn
a bit
V
0
5 Charity
0
8
a
event
0
X
0
9 BarberA
shop
0
X 0
0
offering
A
0
A
10 Last
8 0
A
Greek
0 A
A
0
letter
A
A
12 Vietnam's
A
A
V
capital
V
13 Striped
0
0
cat
X
V
0
14 Car
A
0
part
V
16 Pop's
wife
Improvement
Prototype 17 Old oath
Patent
Design
Beneficial
Innovator
Produce Registered 18 To wit
Engineer
Copyright
21 For each
Invention
Product
Sales
Idea
Creative
22 Leave
Sudoku is a number-placing puzzle based on a 9x9 gnd with
high and
several given numbers. The object is to place the numbers 1 to
9 in the empty squares 90 that each row, each column and each
dry
3x3 box contains the same number only once. The difficulty level
of the Conceptes Sudoku increases from Monday to Sunday.
23 Impressed
By Dave Green
Conceptis Sudoku
greatly
24 Singer
8
6
4
9
Estefan
Answer to previous puzzle
18 65
26 Decline
92,3 6 8,1 4 7 5
29 Under9
5
,3
8
6 817 3 4,5 9 1 2
mine
8
2.9
451
3
6
7
1 24
30 Naked
97
7 1 2 9,3.8 5 4 6
31 Guitar
5 9 4 2 6_7 1 4_8 3
1
blaster
3 6 8 1 .5 4 2 97
32 Horse_ 96
82
8 3 9 4,7 2 6 5 1
related
2 4 5 81 6 7 3 9
Shopping
34
4
2
6
7
1 76 5 9 3 8 2 4
•
0101.1,leve• •
aids
84
31
37 Longings
38 Prepare to
3
2
8
6
propose

SUDOKU

14101

1

• y

I

✓

rdirr,
I

„

Difficu I), Level *

& liMES
PO Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071

39 Stood up
40 Without
basis

41 Mafia
heads
DOWN
1 Alter
2 Plane's
place
3 Steer
clear of
4 Horse
strap
5 Obtained
6 French
friend
7 Gofers
8 Ancient
9 Woolly
ones
11 Battle
group

SENSE

WEDS

Saturday's answer
15 Interlace
19 Region
20 Steamed
22 Steamed
23 Stir-fry
pan
Zodiac
24
twins
25 Ran
out
26 Ho Chi
Minh City,
once

27 James of
"Gunsmoke"
28 Gaggle
group
29 Base on
balls
30 Pack
animal
33 Campus
area
35— Aviv
36 Crafty

THOMAS CROSSWORD BOOKS 1-8! Send $4.75 (check/
m.o.) for each book to 628 Virg nia Dr., Orlando, FL 32803
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
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33
37
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Loeb.Beck
game and ceremonies Friday night
Tee years ago
at Ty Holland Stadium. The candiThe Murray-Calloway County
Community of Promise committee dates for homecoming queen are
is meeting to submit a request for Angie Fitch, Angie Colson, Kim
Murray to be considered in the 2007 Alexander and Stephanie Simmons.
Thirty years ago
designation of America's Promise
Nancy Orr, pertnatal coordinator
Top 100 Communities for Young
People.
for the Murray-Calloway County
Pictured are members of the HosHospital, is shown speaking to child
pice Advisory Council and include development classes at Calloway
Kerry Lamben, Nannette Durham, County High School.
Cindy Ragsdale. Jimmie Joyce,
Members of the Murray Art Guild
Judy Eldredge, Dr. Bill Giese, John are shown looking over items for
Dale, Kaye Clark, Vicky Holton, the Art, Antiques and Collectibles
Sharon Myatt, Dr. Ruth Cole, and Sale planned for Oct. 10. Pictured
Dr. Sandra Parks,
are Margaret Crawford, Cynthia PeGov. Ernie Fletcher is shown an- terson and Emily Wolfson.
nouncing a $50 million project that
Jeannette Storey of Murray was
will make the 7.5 miles of U.S.68/ one of two female bass fisherman in
K Y.80 through Land Between the the country chosen by Disney World
Lakes a four-lane road.
in Florida to give a fishing exhibiPictured is Martha Broach as she tion at the park. Disney World flew
portrayed Susan B. Anthony at a her to Florida and back and then she
meeting of the Murray Woman's will go to the Chattanooga for the
Club.
Lady Bass World Championships.
The Murray Woman's Club will
Forty years ago
present the Grumpy Old Man at
Max B. Hurt of Kirksey will be the
the Heritage Ball on Nov. 18, in the recipient of this year's "Good Scout
Curris Center ballroom at Murray
Award" presented annually by Four
State University.
Rivers Council of Boy Scouts of
School
Teresa Speed, Murray High
America.
principal, recently announced that
Murray High School Band took all
Wes Bolin, Elizabeth Powell and
first place honors at the Owensboro
Daniel White, MHS seniors, have
Invitational Marching Band Conbeen named Commended Students
test.
in the 2007 National Merit ScholarFifty years ago
ship program.
Maurice H. Ryan and Dr. Ralph H.
Twenty years ago
have been elected to permaWoods
Jeremy Hunt, a junior at Murray
nent board of directors of Central
High School is pictured in front of
Midwestern Regional Educational
Stonehenge. Hunt was invited by
Inc.
Laboratory,
World Sports Exchange, along with
Elected as officers of Murray Uniother tennis players with the 1996
4-H Club were
European Team Groups, to Great versity High School
Scott, Don
Richard
Obert,
Terry
Britain. Hunt also celebrated his
birthday. June 22, in Basingstoke, Jones, Jayne Scott, Ellen Teitloff
and Hal Cathey.
England.
Sixty years ago
Murray High's Robyn Myhill shot
Recent births reported at the Muran 86 in the Girls First Region tournament at Princeton Country Club ray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
to earn a trip to the state golf tour- and Mrs. William Downs and a boy
to Joe B. and Mary Jane Littleton.
nament.
Elected as officers of the Murray
Murray High School lost to Fort
Campbell in boys soccer 4-2. Mur- Unit of National Hairdressers and
ray's two goals were by Micah Cosmetologists were Eloise King,
Cathey and Jeremy Hunt who head- Jean Weeks, Edith Sledd, Judy Aded in a corner kick by Drew Wool- ams, Kathryn Lax, Geraldine Hopkins, Marie Hall, Fay Farris, Lucy
dridge.
Murray High School celebrates its Beshear, Lou Lee and Rosetta Burhomecoming this weekend with a keen,

Money-grabbing co-worker
drives colleague into hiding
DEAR ABBY: A woman
call Betty Jo works in my office.
We are only casual acquaintances
We speak in passing when time
permits, but she has never invited
me to lunch with her or suggested
any interaction outside
the job.
About
three months
ago, Betty Jo
mentioned
that she and
her husband
were
planning a renewal of wedding
Dear Abby
vows
and
by
said she was
going to inAbigail
vite me. In
Van Buren
my mailbox
at work, I
found a poorly photocopied version of a formal invitation, with the
following handwritten at the top in
large block letters: CASH GIFTS
ARE CHEERFULLY ACCEPTED!
I did not plan on attending, since
I felt that if Betty Jo really wanted
me,she could have at least sent me
an original invitation to myliome.
Two weeks ago, while knitting
during my lunch break, Betty Jo
came up to me and asked about the
item I was working on. She then
informed me that since I hadn't yet
given her a gift, I could complete
my knitting project and give that to
her! Abby. I was flabbergasted. It's
a custom-designed angora sweater,
a gift for a cherished friend.
I mumbled something about being "busy as a bee" with projects to
complete, and since that day 1 have
gone out of my way to avoid any.
contact with Betty Jo. I've even
managed to find an office with a
door that locks in which to take my
breaks.
First, am I behind the times or is
requesting money on an invitation
a new trend? Second, why would
this rude and clueless woman re-

quest such an elaborate gift from
someone she barely knows? Third,
how do I handle future interactions with her at the office? Please
don't reveal my name,city or state.
-- BOTHERED AND BEWILDERED
DEAR BOTHERED: You are
not behind the times. To request a
gift of money (cash, yet!) is still regarded by most people as bad manners. Your co-worker asked you for
the sweater you were knitting because she either has a lot of nerve,
or doesn't know any better.
Please stop trying to hide from
her. You don't have to feel defensive for not attending her renewal
ceremony or giving her a gift. Just
maintain a polite and consistent
distance, and continue to socialize
with others as you always have.
DEAR ABBY: I am 50 and
about to re-enter the dating scene.
I'm financially stable and look
forward to a nice retirement in the
future. I hope to find a woman for
a lasting relationship. However,
I would like her to also be financially stable and building her own
retirement fund.
When is it appropriate to ask
questions about someone's financial security and retirement funds/
goals? -- SECURE TEXAN
DEAR SECURE TEXAN:
Good question. I don't think it
would be appropriate to ask on a
first date, so consider raising the
subject right around the time you
start talking about sex and politics.
•••••

Abby shares more than 100 of
her favorite recipes in two booklets: "Abby's Favorite Recipes"
and "More Favorite Recipes by
Dear Abby." Send your name and
mailing address, plus check or
money order for $14(U.S.funds)
to: Dear Abby, Cookbookkt Set,
P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, IL
61054-0447. (Shipping and handling are included in the price.)

Effects of psoriasis are not
confined to the skin
DEAR DOCTOR K: My doc- to the cornea.
When psoriasis involves
tor thinks my arthritis and heart
be treatdisease are connected to my pso- only the skin, it often can
to the
applied
medicines
by
just
ed
thought
I
possible?
nasis. Is this
skin. Very mild cases of psoriasis
psonasis was a skin condition.
moisturizers
DEAR READER: Psoriasis may improve with
(pronounced and some sunlight. But most peoso-RYE-uh- ple need other treatments:
OINTMENTS, GELS OR LOsis) is named
for an ancient TIONS. The most common are
Greek word corticosteroids, which come in
varying strengths. They quickly
meaning an
itchy or scaly reduce inflammation and control
condition. It itching. Long-term use of strong
is classified steroids can thin and damage skin.
PHOTOTHERAPY. This treatas a skin disease, but pso- ment uses carefully controlled exposure to ultraviolet (UV) light,
Dr. Komaroff riasis is the
which helps slow the growth of
result of an
by
immune sys- skin cells. UV light combined with
abnor- medicines called psoralens often is
tem
Dr. Anthony
that more potent than just UV light (a
mality
Komaroff
cause treatment called PUVA).
can
SYSTEMIC THERAPY. If
problems
your psoriasis has caused more
throughout the body.
With psoriasis, white blood cells than skin problems, this can have
of the immune system become implications for the kind of treatoveractive. They produce excess ment your doctor may recommend.
amounts of chemicals that trigger Treatments that fight inflammation
inflammation. The inflammation in multiple parts of the body may
leads to abnormally rapid growth be required. Medicines that do this
of cells in the skin's outer layer. include methotrexate,retinoids and
This causes plaques: raised, red cyclosporine.
Research in recent years has led
patches covered with silvery scales
on the elbows and knees -- the clas- to biologic agents that directly neutralize some of the body's chemisic sign of psoriasis.
But the effects of psoriasis are cals (called cytokines) that cause
not always confined to the skin. inflammation. They have proved
The disease also can cause inflam- very effective in severe psoriasis.
mation throughout the body. This Though they carry a risk of serious
probably is the reason that people side effects, the benefits generally
with psoriasis have higher rates are greater than the risks.
Exercise and weight loss, which
of various diseases that also are
associated with a constant state of help fight inflammation, may help.
Adopting other healthy lifestyle
inflammation. These include diabetes, heart disease, high blood choices, such as avoiding tobacco
pressure and several types of can- and eating well, can help prevent
health problems linked to psoriasis.
cer.
If it seems that I'm recommendNearly one-third of people with
psoriasis develop psoriatic ar- ing a healthy lifestyle as the cure
thritis, which causes stiff, painful for every human ailment, that's
because it really is true: A healthy
joints and other symptoms.
Several eye problems are more lifestyle can reduce the risk of, and
common with psoriasis, including suffering from, many major illconjunctivitis, blepharitis (inflam- nesses.
mation of the eyelids) and damage

Today In History

IIIIIts From lelelse

In 1974, Frank Robinson was
1789, a day of Thanksgiving to exBy the Associated Press
Today is Monday. Oct. 3, the press gratitude for the creation of named major league baseball's first
black manager as he was placed in
277th day of 2016. There are 89 the United States of America.
In 1863, President Abraham Lin- charge of the Cleveland Indians.
days left in the year.
In 1981, Irish nationalists at the
coln proclaimed the last Thursday in
Today's Highlight in History:
Maze Prison near Belfast, Northern
_
November Thanksgiving Day.
On Oct. 3, 1951, the New York
In 1922, Rebecca L. Feltottl'-'frelatidenctidseveh tbOriths of hubGiants captured the National League
pennant by a score of 5-4 as Bob- D-G-a., became the first woman ger strikei th,attad ciiiimed 10 livei.
In 1994AVest GerinanY and East
by Thomson hit a three-run homer to be 4ppointe4 to the U.S. Senate
Germany ended 45 years of postwar
off Ralph Branca of the Brooklyn (however,she served only a day).
In 1962, astronaut Wally Schirra division, declaring the creation of a
Dodgers in the "shot heard 'round
became the fifth American to fly in reunified country.
the world."
In 199l, Arkansas Gov. Bill Clinspace as he blasted off from Cape
On this date:
In 1789, President George Wash- Canaveral aboard the Sigma 7 on a ton entered the race for the Democratic presidential nomination.
ington declared November 26, 9-hour flight.

CART COURTESY
Dear Readers: Today's SOUND OFF is about
shopping carts. A reader wrote: "It's always very busy
when I grocery-shop. The last thing I want to do is
waitfor people to decide which item they are going to
buy while their shopping cart is either on the opposite
or, worse yet, in the"fkipe of the aisle,!
side
blocking WA airs ofthe traffic
flow.
"Is it tookluch to expect people to keep their cart in front of
them?
"Plan ahead, find what you
need, grab it and go, and keep
that cart right in front of you.
Just this little consideration
would make some people's
shopping experience so much
nicer." -- Yssa W., via email
Heloise
by
FACTS
FAST
Heloise
Dear Readers: Place mats
can get pretty pricey. Here's a
list of other things you can use as place mats:
* A vinyl tablecloth cut into shapes ofyour choice.
* Quilted squares reinforced with backing sewn
Onto it.
* Children's artwork, laminated.
* Floor laminate.
Heloise
SEND A GREAT HINT TO:
Heloise
P.O. Box 795000
San Antonio,TX 78279-5000
Fax: 1-210-HELOISE
Email: Heloise(at)Heloise.com
LETTER OF LAUGHTER:
DO YOU HAVE T-I-M-E?
Dear Heloise: One day while following a recipe,

BABY BLUES"
YEA1.1.114ATS
DEFINITELY
V•X•It•r4
14APPEN1146.

I DON'T lUltJle
TVS 1440Tb
PUT `400
TlMS-DuT
IbDitkg.

•101.) DO T14147?)
,•:•

BLONDIER,
KNOW THAT VOL! WERE UPSET
EARLIER, BOSS, SUT YOU DIDN'T
HAVE TO CALL ME A BUMBLiNG
BUFFOON IN
YOL4'R RIGHT,
FRONT OF
MY
EVERYONE

I SHOULD HAVE CALLED YOU`
AN UNEMPLOYED BUMBLING

WOW, DAG, I HEARD THE 8055
CALLED YOU A BUMBLING
BUFFOON THIS MORNING
IT COULD'VE
SEEN
WORSE

I discovered I was out of thyme, so I went next door
and asked my neighbor, "Do you have any thyme?"
She said "yes" and proceeded to invite me to sit down.
After about 15 minutes of chitchat. I said I had to
leave to finish my cooking, so if she had the thyme,
I-should get it aryl get Doing„Upon seeing a puzzled
look on her face,4 think we both realized that she was
-- Mary W. in Missouri
thiaing
CREATIVE GIFT-GIVING
Dear Heloise: I read in the Orange County (Calif.)
Register what Beatrice S. wrote about how she gives
monetary gifts to graduates. For years,I've been doing
something similar with my faraway grandchildren.
Beginning when they were small. I would send a
check for twice or three times (no four times yet) their
age at that birthday, telling them that for me they're
worth that much. For them it's been a source of fun
to expect a check from Grandpa for an odd amount.
like $63 when they turned 21 years young. --A Happy
Grandpa,Irvine, Calif.
How lucky the kids are to have you, Grandpa!It's a
nice positive reinforcement. -- Heloise
EXPIRED CHOCOLATE?
Dear Heloise: I bought a box of chocolates from a
"closeout store." However, the chocolate looks gray,
and I don't know if it's still good to eat. -- James, via
email
Enjoy that chocolate without worry! The grayish
color is called "bloom," and it occurs when the cocoa
butter in the chocolate rises to the top. This usually
happens when the candy is stored in a warm or humid
area. It doesn't affect the candy in any way, exceptfinthe change in appearance. -- Heloise
(c)20I6 by King Features Syndicate Inc.

Horoscope

DUSTIN "
UM— SHOULDN'T
YOU GO WITH A
MORE RECENT
PHOTO?

WHAT MAKES
YOU THINK
THAT PICTURE
01.2?

GARFIELD 1,
I Am CONTEMPLATING
THE FuTURE

OR MAYBE
rr5 THE PAST

MINE LOOK
A LOT ALIKE

•

t101

ars

1trackwys so-s

PEANUTS'

way or the highway. Loosen up, and you will like
the result.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** You know how to communicate your
intentions. You also might be seeking information
in return. You prefer teamwork, but someone who
feels as if he or she has all the answers might
present a problem. Deal with this person as little
as possible.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Slow down your spending. You easily could
go overboard when buying a new item. A domestic
or personal issue might be the stimulus behind
this purchase. Use caution with a decision that
someone else seems to be forcing on you.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
5-Dynamic; 4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so **** You might have too much energy, and as a
result, you could be pushing others too hard. Don't
1 -Difficult
assume that everyone thinks like you do. If you
proceed with that attitude, you can expect to get
ARIES(March V.-April 19)
**** You can afford to be spontaneous without some flak. Consider taking a step back for now.
being particularly concerned about the results. In SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
fact, letting go a bit might help you to recharge your *** Pull back, and allow someone who has
batteries. A sense of seriousness about doing what similar leadership skills to yours to take the lead.
is appropriate could override your impulsiveness. Can you share the stage? More often than not, you
steal the limelight. For now, let others enjoy being
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** You have a strong sense of direction, the center of attention. Observe, and you will learn
but so does someone you often have to work with. a lot.
Handle this person's willfulness diplomatically, CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
and know full well what your limitations are in this **** Your determination could become an
incorrigible demand. You might not want to back
situation. You could opt to go solo more often.
off. You are likely to carry a banner that says:
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
Nothing is going to stop me." Ask yourself whether
**** Your playfulness will be best expressed
through your ability to deal with an overly serious this attitude is necessary. Only you can answer
and demanding associate. This person relaxes that.
when he or she is with you. Getting a project or AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
idea off the ground will demand his or her support. **** You see life from a very different perspective
than others. You can walk your own path without
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Deal on a one-on-one level with someone any support. That quality of independence often
you enjoy hanging out with. A friend or associate scares those around you, especially if they are
might have a big idea that involves you, and he or more dependent or needy.
she could be quite pushy. See how much you can PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
*** While others are quick to react, you pull
do. Once more, your imagination speaks.
back and think through a problem first. Consider
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
your alternatives carefully before you leap into
**** You often view others as being stubborn
and determined. Today is no different, though if you action. Try identifying with others. Understand the
stop and look closely, you might find that you are dynamics involved, and you will ma' the right
the one who is giving the impression that it is your decision.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday, Oct. 4, 2016:
This year you make waves wherever you go. You
attempt to be more subtle, which works at times,
but it still doesn't minimize your impact. Your
career is likely to benefit from this attitude. You
tend to choose your words with care. If you are
single, others might discover that there is a wild
child within you. Don't compromise who you are,
no matter what. You are likely to meet someone
who adores the real you. If you are attached, the
two of you often have serious discussions. Accept
each other's differences, and you both will be
happier. SCORPIO knows how to get what he or
she desires.
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GIRLS SOCCER: HENDERSON COUNTY 1, MURRAY HIGH 0

Lady Tigers fall in state tourney
rematch against Lady Colonels
By BRYCE RUDD
bruddemurrayiedger.corn

DONNIE PASCHALULedger & Times
Murray High goalkeeper Kennedy Jones attempts to prevent a shot from Henderson County's Meddle Griggs (not
pictured) from reaching the ndt Saturday at the Mallary
France Soccer Complex. Griggs scored the only goal of
the match on that shot in the 78th minute.
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SAA District 2 Tournament
starts in a week.
"I think,for the girls,some of
them are lacking mental toughness and it showed a lot today,"
Lady Tigers head coach Shauna
Traylor said. "To come out, not
because they're tired, but because they say they don't feel
good or they don't care. You
have to play."
Traylor wanted more focus
from her team.
"This is not an easy game.
There's been numerous times
where they haven't felt good,
but they've mentally played

COLLEGE FOOTBALL: MURRAY STATE 45, AUSTIN PEAY 17

Humphries lilts Racers
over Govsfor first win
Murray
State QB
completes
record
49 passes
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. —
Murray State quarterback KD
Humphries may not have to fully practice with the Racers anytime in the near future.
Humphries, who has been
held out of first-team drills the
last two weeks, broke his own
MSU and Ohio Valley Conference records by completing
TAB BR OCK MAN/For the Ledger & Times
49 passes in the Racers' 45-17
league victory against Austin Murray State quarterback KD Humphries prepares to throw while teammate Ingram TIllard provides protection
against Austin Peay in an Ohio Valley Conference game Saturday at Fortera Field in Clarksville, Tenn.
Peay on Saturday.
"KD is practicing. He's just
not throwing during practice," yards with five touchdowns and receivers who made a catch, receivers are better than any of the first half.
Humphries overcame two
Murray State head coach Mitch one interception. He also ran for including Jordon Gandy (13 the DBs in the OVC," HumStewart said. "He goes through a 10-yard TD as Murray State receptions, 147 yards), Jesse phries said. "It's easy when a turnovers — a first-quarter
reads, and things like that. (1-4 overall, 1-1 OVC) won its Blackburn (eight receptions,94 guy like Gandy is always get- fumble on third down at the
yards) and Mitch Stults (sev- ting open, especially in 1-on- Governors' 5-yard-line and a
Sometimes, I think KD is in first game of 2016.
interception
second-quarter
"(Austin Peay) pretty much en receptions, 61 yards). Gan- none."
the way of (backups) Houston
Roderick
Owens
in the end
After
Nick
Gauna
and
Conby
three
touchdown
dy
hauled
in
we
expected
out
how
came
but
Hartz and Cameron Birse,
KD has got to have the reps to them to play. We had a plan for passes from Humphries, while nor Mitchell both kicked 39- zone — to throw two TD passes
get a mental look at (opposing the adjustments that they made, Blackburn and Stults caught yard first-quarter field goals in the final 3 1/2 minutes before
for a 3-3 tie, Humphries went halftime.
and we kept spreading the ball one TD toss apiece.
defenses)."
With 24 consecutive points,
For his effort, the OVC to work in the second. Murray
Humphries, who is play- around," Humphries said. "We
Racers owned a 24-3 lead as
State
travelled
42
yards
on
three
the
Offensive
named
Humphries
its
open,
kept
getting
had
guys
who
in
his
joint
ing with a sore AC
plays to take a 10-3 lead on Humphries found Gandy again
throwing shoulder, torched the and they did special things with Player of the Week on Sunday.
"In our offense, 1-on- I Humphries' 9-yard touchdown
Governors' defense in com- the football."
See RACERS, Page 10
The Racers had 11 different means 1-on-none. I feel like our pass to Gandy with 12:35 left in
pleting 49 of 60 passes for 455

MEN'S BASKETBALL

MLB: ST. LOUIS 10, PITTSBURGH 4

MSU excited to start season
By JEFF mew

jarenzgmurrayledger.com
and six hits over six innings.
He did not get a decision.
"To miss the playoffs by one
ST. LOUIS — All season
long, Cardinals manager Mike game — that's tough to swalMatheny set 10-games over low," Wainwright said. "You
think about how many times
.500 as a target for his team.
St. Louis, on its tenth try, you could've won games, or
finally reached that mark with just one or two games,and you
a 10-4 win over the Pittsburgh didn't. It gets you to thinking
Pirates on Sunday,but the Car- back a little bit."
St. Louis outfielder Matt
dinals still missed the playoffs
Holliday was brought into the
for the first time since 2010.
Matt Carpenter homered game briefly to play left field in
and Randal Grichuk keyed a the ninth inning. He was given
six-run seventh-inning with a a standing ovation and taken
two-run double to lead St. Lou- out before the first pitch. The
Cardinals announced Friday
is to its fourth win in a row.
But the Cardinals (86-76) they plan to decline his 2017
were eliminated while still on option and allow him to bethe field when San Francisco come free agent.
"How special was that?"
(87-75) beat the Los Angeles
Dodgers 7-1 and earned the Matheny said. "What instigated it was the response of the
second NL wild card.
"That's the danger when it's fans, so badly they wanted to
not in your hands anymore," see him one more time."
St. Louis was a big leagueMatheny said."Our focus was
to take care of our own busi- best 100-62 last year but lost to
the Chicago Cubs in the Diviness,and we did that."
St. Louis starter Adam
1. See CARDS,Page 11
Wainwright allowed two runs
Associated Press

through it. They know that I'm
not going to take them out because we need them in there.
Granted, it wasn't Region 1 or a
district game or anything. They
weren't tired, but they just mentally weren't there."
Staring blankly at each other
after the match, the Lady Tigers
spent nearly 20 minutes huddled around Traylor, playing the
last two minutes over-and-over
again in their minds, wondering what they could have done
differently for a more favorable

See LADY TIGERS, Page 11
PREP SPORTS
ROUNDUP

Adams'
goal sends
Lakers to
one-goal
victory
Staff Reports

By JEFF ARENZ
jarenz@murrayledgercom
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It was just the end of the regular season for the Murray High
Lady Tigers (16-3-2), but it felt
like more on Saturday afternoon.
Facing the Henderson County Lady Colonels (15-2-1) for
the first time since being eliminated by them in Sweet 16
round of the 2015 KHSAA Girls
Soccer State Tournament, MHS
had the home field advanatge on
Senior Day and seemingly all of
the momentum.
The Lady Tigers just didn't

get the outcome they were hoping.
After last season's 1-0 loss,
a much-anticipated rematch
wasn't expected to be high scoring, but Henderson County's
Maddie Griggswas anticipated
to be a factor.
Was she ever.
In a defensive battle that
featured 78 minutes of scoreless action, Griggs' goal in the
78th was the one that mattered
as Henderson County won its
eighth straight game, sending
Murrya High into a session of
soul searching before the KH-

Murray State, featuring
eight new players on its roster, took the court for the first
time Friday at the CFSB Center, where the Racers officially
began practice for the 2016-17
men's basketball season.
MSU head coach Matt McMahon had his first chance to
begin evaluating his team.
"There is a lot of unknown
(with eight new players), McDAVE WINDER/Murray State Athletics
Mahon said Friday."I think our
McGee tries to dribble around
Gee
State
guard
Murray
assistant coaches did an outThomas
Jr. during the first day of
Gilbert
teammate
standing job in recruiting this
past year, putting together this practice Friday at the CFSB Center.
class. We have a lot of talent,
good size up front, good athlet- 225) and Jiden Dupree (6-8, said."We had to become more
of a half court team due to our
icism, but the big key is that 67 235).
Stark, who sat out last sea- numbers and our roster situapercent of our team has never
had the privilege of putting on son after transferring to Mur- tion."
Hawkins, a transfer from
ray State from Tulane could be
a Murray State jersey."
Newcomers include guards on the floor with senior point Towson, will sit out this season
Jonathan Stark (6-0, 175), guard Bryce Jones to give the after averaging 13.2 points to
Jerarni Grace (6-foot-3, 185 Racers additional ball handling rank 12th in Colonial Athletic
•
pounds), Dondre Griffin (6-3, ability in the back court as the Association.
McMahon said senior Jones
190), Jachai Taylor (6-7, 190), Racers push the ball up court.
"We would like to play more has improved tremendously
Bryon Hawkins (6-1, 180) and
forwards Terrell Miller Jr.(6-8, up-tempo than we were able to
). See MSU,Page 10
250), Gilbert Thomas Jr. (6-7, play last season," McMahon

CADIZ — Christian Adams
scored his 24th goal of the sea-.
son as Calloway County escaped
with a 4-3 at Trigg County 4-3
on Saturday.
The Lakers (11-3-0) got two
goals from Adams, one from
Will Benson and an unassisted
goal from Jacob Smith.
Adams scored off a penalty
kick and a Ty Davenport assist,
while Davenport set up Benson
with his second assist of the
match.
The Lakers have won three
straight matches.
Calloway County close out
the regular season against Paducah Tilghman at 7 p.m. Thursday at the Jim Nixx Soccer
Complex at 7 p.m.

Murray High 4,
Marshall County 0
BENTON — Holding Mar-e:
shall County (12-5-1) to five
shots in 80 minutes, Murray
High (12-6-0) made the statement it has been waiting to make
all season long in the form of a
shutout.
Zach Flener, Kevin Koelsch;
Caleb Rogers and Zach Mathis
each scored a goal for the Tigers
in a convincing 4-0 win over the
Marshals at the Mallary France
Soccer Complex on Saturday
night.
For only the second time this
season, Marshall County has lost
two straight matches. But both
of these losses by the Marshals
resulted in sluitouts after they
were beaten 3-0 by Calloway
County on Thursday.
It was a matchup of the two.
top records in the region, and
the Tigers proved their worth of
mention to possibly compete for
the Region 1 Tournament title.
Keagan Watkins had three
saves for the Marshals, while
Tommy Speed collected two for
Murray High.
Fueled by a controversial loss
to Graves County last Tuesday
night, the Tigers re-established
confidence heading into next
week's KHSAA District 2 Tour-,
nament, where they will likely'
be paired against Graves County
again in the semifinals.
The Tigers close out their
regular season Owensboro Apollo(12-4-1) at 7 p.m. Thursday

CROSS COUNTRY
Greater Louisville Classic
LOUISVILLE — The Calloway County Lakers finished
33rd among 44 teams while
the Lady Lakers ended up 37th
among 39 squads at the Greater
Louisville Classic on Saturday.
Cameron Cooper (16 minutes,55.15 seconds) placed 24th
in the boys race to lead CCHS.
Other Lakers in the contest
included Jordan Higgins (190th;
19:19.22), Wyatt
Dunham
(207th, 19:32.91), Jorge Nunez'
(214th, 19:38.77), Trent Sills.
a- See ROUNDUP, Page 11
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WOMEN'S SOCCER: MURRAY STATE 2, UT MARTIN I

Racers run OVC unbeaten streak
to 15 after victory vs. Skyhawks
Murray State Athletics
MARTIN, Tenn. — The
Murray State women's soccer
team recorded a 2-1 Ohio Valley Conference win over UT
Martin on Sunday at Skyhawk
Field.
The Racers (3-4-2 overall,
2-0-1 OVC)pushed their league
regular season unbeaten streak
to 15 straight matches.
Harriet Withers struck first
for MSU when she scored for
the third straight game with her
sixth goal of the season in the
20th minute. Aaron Lankster
and Taylor Richerson assisted.
In the 39th ininute,,Murray
State extended its lead to 2-0 after a shot by Nyomi Devine was
tipped in by the Skyhawks. The
own-goal by UT Martin gave
the Racers a 2-0 lead that they
held at halftime.
MSU goalkeeper Alex Stei-

•
MSU
From Page 9
during the offseason.
"I can't speak highly enough
of his offseason, which started
at the end of last year," McMahon said of Jones, who averaged
15.0 points, 6.5 assists and 5.0
rebounds late in the OVC regular season and tournament."He
has gotten stronger and, most
importantly, he has matured as
a leader. He's setting the tone
from a work-ethic standpoint
for our team."
Along with Jones (6-0, 175),
guards Gee McGhee .(6-5, 225)
and Damarcus Croaker (6-4,
190). Forward Brion Sanchious
(6-8, 245) returns after suffering a season-ending knee injury
Jan. 14 at Belmont.
"Brian is a workhorse, and I
just him for it. He's had a great
rehab because he's worked
hard, he has been relentless
and he has lived in the training
room," McMahon said of Sanchious. "He has been running,
he has been doing all of our
conditioning this fall and he's

NI RACERS
From Page 9
again on a 15-yard touchdown
strike at the 3:11 mark and, after MSU's Jordan Tyler recovered James Sappington's pooch
kick on the ensuing kickoff at
the Austin Peay 25, Humphries
completed a 10-yard TD pass to
Blackburn with 98 seconds to
play in the first half.
Stewart was pleased to see
his team take control in the second quarter.
"It was one of those things
when the ball finally bounced
our way," Stewart said. "We've
had a couple of times in the
past when (an opposing) punter
dropped the ball, and it seems
to bounce right back into his
lap. This time, we skied the ball
(with a pooch kick), it bounced
right to us and we made a big

FOLLOW AREA SPORTS
ON FACEBOOK
AT MU SPORTS

gerwald faced 10 shots in the
first half, and faced three shots
on-goal that she saved. The
Murray State sophomore made
eight saves in the match, two
days after she produced 11
saves in a 2-2 tie the Racers had
Friday at Southeast Missouri.
Murray State made the second half uneventful with a
dominating defense, but had its
shutout taken away when the
Skyhawks(3-9-0,0-3-0)scored
with less than a minute remaining. UT Martin's Shannon Gratton scored off a play that began
with a free kick.
Racers head coach Jeremy
Groves said he knew Sunday's
match after a tough contest
Friday would be a test of his
team's resolve.
-This was a typical Sunday
afternoon game in which we
needed to grind out and win,"
Groves said. "It wasn't vintage

been doing change of direction
(exercises). He been cleared
to do nearly everything except
having live contact, which is
still a few weeks away. He'll go
back to the doctor in mid-October, get cleared and we'll have
him on track to play at the start
of the season."
McMahon said he'll begin
implementing strategies with
his team during the next six
weeks.
"I really like our guys because they are high-character
people, which is always going
to be first and foremost for us in
recruiting process," McMahon
said. "They are guys who love
the game,love to spend time in
the gym and their work ethic
has been off the charts. Now,
we're starting to put in concepts
and principles (of basketball),
and there's going to be a lot of
teaching here during the next
six weeks. It will be interesting
to see who picks up quickly and
who begins to understand what
we are trying to do. That's going to cause some separation
in (determining) who goes into
our rotation as we get started."

play."
Stewart said Gandy has
moved to the top of the Racers'
corps of receivers.
"I really proud of that young
man," Stewart said of Gandy.
"He has sat behind the scenes
for quite awhile and had a
touchdown against Tennessee
State last year, but never quite
was the guy because we have
been so deep at receiver in past
years. Now, he's getting a shot
to be the guy, and he's making
the most of it."
Austin Peay quarterback
Tommy Hays(14 of 17 for 160
yards) also had a special game.
He completed his first 14 passes
while running for 62 yards and
a pair of touchdowns.
Trailing by 21 points late in
the first half, Hays guided the
Governors downfield with completions of 21 and 27 yards to
put Austin Peay on the edge of
red zone. After spiking the ball
to stop the clock, Hays eluded
the Racers on a 22-yard TD run
to trim the MSU lead to 24-10
with 26 seconds left before the
break.

Murray State by any stretch of
the imagination, but good teams
find a way to win and that's
what we did today."
Groves said road victories
are precious ones.
"I think any time you go on
the road in college athletics,
it's hard to win at somebody's
place. If you want to win the
league, you've got to go on the
road and win games. Getting
four points from the weekend
— with a win and a tie — is
very important for us as we
try and repeat what we did last
year."
The Racers come home
to Cutchin Field for a 3 p.m.
Wednesday game against Tennessee Tech, which can be seen
on OVCDigitalNetwork.com.
NOTES: The Racers' 15game unbeaten streak in OVC
regular season games is impressive. Their last loss was Oct.

McMahon said defense will
always be a top priority for
Murray State.
"For us, some things that
won't change, it's always going
to start at the defensive end of
the floor. We have to be a very
good defensive team because
we want to dictate the pace of
the game and force turnovers
that will lead to early offense
for us. We would like to get
out in transition and get some
easy scoring opportunities,"
McMahon said. "But at the end
of the day, I hope we will be
a tough-minded, high energy,
hard-working team. If we commit and do those things every
day, we will have a chance to
have a successful season."
McMahon said the Racers
will take on an identity this season after they have to deal with
adversity.
"In the preseason, the chemistry is great, but they haven't
faced a whole lot of adversity.
We tried to challenge them in
the strength and conditioning program," McMahon said.
"Right now, all 11 guys think
they starting, all 11 guys think

Murray State was ahead 3117 after three quarters as both
quarterbacks ran for touchdowns in the third.
Humphries covered 10 yards
in reaching the end zone to
put the Racers1 lead back at 21
points at the 10:29 mark as the
Racers began the second half
with a 13-play,91-yard drive.
The Governors answered
with a long drive of their own
— eight plays, 84 yards — that
ended with an 8-yard TD run by
Hays with 6:42 left in the third
quarter.
Austin Peay (0-4, 0-3) had
the opportunity to make it a
one-score game early in the
fourth quarter, but MSU linebacker Sean Rodriguez made
the turning-point play of the
game, stopping Julian Franklin
for no gain on 4th-and-goal at
the Racers' 2-yard-line.
"We had a couple of big
stops on defense and, I thought,
we did a really good job overall," Stewart said."Maybe on a
couple of drives, we wanted to
get off the field faster, but we
bowed out necks in the red zone

26, 2014 at home to Belmont
2-0.
MSU extend its series
lead over the Skyhawks to 124-3 and have won the last three.
... Withers has scored in three
straight games and has scored
in 5-of-9 games this season.
She has 22 career goals and has
tied Krista Muilkens (2005-08)
for fifth place on the Murray
State all-time list. Jackie Thomas (2000-03) is fourth with 23.
... Withers has 55 career points
(two points for each goal, one
point for each assist) and has
tied Sophie Hargreaves (200811) for fourth on the MSU alltime list. ... Richerson had her
first assist of the season and
eighth in her career. ... Lankster's assist was her third this
season and career. ... Defender
Ali Critcher took the seventh
shot of her career at Murray
State.•

they will be playing 35 minutes a game and the chemistry
is great. We will see what happens when roles begin to get defined. That's where you have to
be mature as a team, have good
leadership and continue to have
good chemistry,even if your individual role isn't exactly what
you want."
Down to a rotation of six to
seven players at the end of last
season, McMahon is excited to
have a team he expects to have
more depth.
"I think that always works
itself out. I have the final decision, but the coaching staff
doesn't determine who plays
because the players decide by
their production every day in
practice, their attitude, their
work-ethic and their commitment to the team," McMahon
said."I am very excited to have
some good depth at each position on the floor. I'm excited to
see who is going to come in and
take the minutes."
Murray 'state hosts Berry
College in an exhibition game
Nov. 3 at the CFSB Center. The
tip-off is set for 7 p.m•

and did a good job down there."
Rodriguez and Dylan Boone
each led MSU with 10 tackles and Toby Omli added nine
more.
Murray State took over on
downs and went on a 19-play,
98-yard drive that featured
seven of the 16 carries Mareio
McGraw had in the game. Forty of McGraw's game-high 86
rushing yards came on a drive
that lasted more than 6 minutes
and was capped by Humphries'
9-yard touchdown pass to Stults
with 7:19 left.
Isaiah Foster's interception
of Hays with 5:04 remaining
helped MSU secure the win.
Humphries sealed the win with
his fifth TD pass of the game,
which covered 12 yards to Gandy.
Murray State, which is idle
Saturday, hosts UT Martin at
6 p.m. Oct. 15 at Roy Stewart
Stadium.
NOTE: A box score for this
game is posted with this story on our website: www.murrayledger.com.
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COLLEGE CROSS COUNTRY

Korir sets 5K record
at Notre Dame Invite
Murray State Athletics
SOUTH BEND, Ind. —
Vallery Korir broke the Murray
State record for the 5K with a
time of 17 minutes, 16 seconds
which helped produce a ninthplace finish for the Racers at the
Joe Paine-Notre Dame Invitational on Friday.
Korir placed second overall in a field of 222 runners and
finished about a second behind
UTEP's Lilian Koech. Korir
broke the MSU record from
1987, set by Jackie Murzynowski when she posted a time of
17:23 in the Ohio Valley Conference Championship in Richmond.
Murray State freshman Mason Swenson moved to No. 6
on the all-time list with a time
of 17:44, which was good for a
22nd place finish.
There are six current MSU
runners in the top 16 all-time at
Murray State.
Evan Staviski produced a fast
finish to help the Racers place
19th in the men's race.
Murray State had an impressive 32-second spread from their
first to fifth runners. Mark Ventura was the Racers' top finisher
with a spot in 54th place in the
field of 183 runners.
The competition featured five
different races on Burke Golf
Course for 28 women's teams

and 24 men's teams.
Murray State coach Jenny
Swieton is seeing both teams
come of age in 2016.
"I cotildn't be more proud of
how the team performed today,"
she said. "They continue to get
better and better every meet.
Our men's team beat Vanderbilt which is something we've
been shooting for. Our women
finished in the top 10 in what
was a deep field and a large
competitive meet. I can't wait to
see what the rest of the season
holds for them, because we're
knocking on the door of some
big things."
The Racers also made a good
showing at Notre Dame in the
open events. Tyler Bradley
placed 58th in the 5-mile &Dent
(183 runners) with a time of
27:41 and Gavin Davis was 66th
with a time of 28:49, while Neil
Yockey was 68th with a time of
29:14.
Emily Flaherty had a good
showing in the women's open
(5K) with a spot in 61st place
in the field of 86 runners with
a time of 19:22. Maura Farrell
placed 67th with a time of 19:27.
The Racers have one more
meet before the OVC Championship. The Indiana State Invitational (Oct. 15) will be held in
Terre Haute, Ind., ahead of the
OVC season-ender (Oct. 29) in
Nashville,Tenn.•

COLLEGE VOLLEYBALL

Morehead sweeps
Murray State in three
Murray State Athletics

both defensively at the net and
in the serving game, out-blockMOREHEAD — The Mur- ing the Racers 13-2 and had
ray State volleyball team lost in twice as many service aces,6-3.
three straight sets 20-25, 22-25, MSU also had four serving er20-25 at Morehead State on Sat- rors while Morehead State had
urday.
just three.
Kristen Besselsen led the
Murray State's Hannah Stultz
Racers with 14 kills, while Scot- tallied 32 assists and seven digs
tie Ingram added 11 more and in the loss while Ellie Lorenz
Dacia Brown and Rachel Giusti- was solid from her libero posino chipped in with six each.
tion, recording a match-high 16
Neither squad hit the ball digs.
well in the match as MSU (8The Racers continue their
8, 3-1 OVC) was held to just three-match road trip next weekan .096 team hitting percentage end,facing SIU Edwardsville on
and Morehead State (6-11, 2-2 Friday and Eastern Illinois SatOVC)hit .226 overall.
urday.•
The Eagles held a huge edge
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WOMEN'S TENNISW

Young Racers make
progress at Wright St.
Murray State Athletics
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from Bowling Green 7-6, but
came back to claim consolation
MIAMISBURG,Ohio — The bracket wins over Akron (6-4)
Murray State women's tennis and IUPUI (6-0). Murray State's
team scored a pair of consola- team of Amina Hadzic and Sara
tion doubles wins and a consola- Bjork lost 6-3 in their opention title over the weekend at the ing match of the second double
Wright State Raider Invitational, flight to Wright State, but came
held at the South Regency Ten- back to claim wins over Bgwling
nis & Fitness Center.
Green (6-4) and AksQ6.
Racer. coach Jorge Caetano
In singles play,
'and
continues to see progress from Hadzik each won matches behis young team that has only one fore being eliminated aid Alisenior and six underclassmen on na Schibol won the consolation
the 2016-17 roster.
bracket of the second flight with
"It was another great week- a 6-2,4-6,10-4 win over Alisa
end of tennis for us," he said. Reshetnikova of Northwestern
"We keep getting better as a Ohio.
team, match after match and the
The Racers now take some
girls' confidence keeps getting time to gear up for the Intercolhigher and higher."
legiate Tennis Association (ITA)
The. Racers' doubles tandem regional in Murfreesboro, Tenof Claire Chang and Alina Schi- nessee (Oct, 20-24) at Middle
bol lost a close match to the team Tennessee State. III
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AUTO RACING

Texans get win over Titans
despite Osweller's mistakes

Truex dominates
at Dover for 2nd
Chase victory

Associated Press
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and they deserve better."
Mariota's Mistakes
Both of his interceptions on
HOUSTON — Brock Oswei- Sunday came on
Like
Osweiler, Tennessee
passes intended
ler has helped the Houston Tex- for DeAndre Hopkins on a day quarterback Marcus Mariota has
ans to a 3-1 start.
when the Titans limited the Pro more interceptions (five) than
But the quarterback, who is in Bowl receiver to just one
recep- touchdowns (four) this season
his first year in Houston, knows tion for 4 yards.
after throwing one interception
he has to clean up his mistakes
Coach Bill O'Brien didn't on Sunday. The interception
if the Texans hope to keep win- fault Osweiler for trying to get came when it looked as if he
ning.
the ball to Hopkins, and said threw the ball directly to HousA tiebre-aking 67-yard punt re- he'll look to design better plays ton's Quintin Demps in the secturn by rookie Will Fuller helped to help Osweiler avoid turnovers. ond quarter.
Houston overcome two intercep"It was just a miscommunica"I think the guy's playing
tions by Osweiler and get a 27- well," O'Brien said."I really en- tion on my part," Mariota said.
20 victory over the Tennessee joy coaching this guy. He's very "Delanie (Walker) did a great
Titans(1-3) on Sunday.
bright. He works very hard ... I job ofjust sifting in the hole. Just
Osweiler has thrown six in- thought overall, tvith the excep- a bad throw. I should have just
terceptions and just five touch- tion of the turnovers, I thought put it on him a little more."
downs this season.
the guy played a good football
McKinney's Contribution
"It just boils down to deci- game."
Houston linebacker Besion-making, and that's someOsweiler threw touchdown
thing I know I need to be better passes on Houston's first two nardrick McKinney had nine
at," he said. "I put the team in drives on Sunday to give the tackles to lead the Texans for the
some very poor positions, and I Texans an early 14-0 lead before second straight week after piling
know that ... I will make better the offense stalled. He's looking up a career-high 16 stops last
decisions. I promise you guys for ways to sustain the success week. McKinney, who had 63
that I'm going to clean these in- the team showed early as they tackles as a rookie last season,
terceptions up because that foot- prepare to visit Minnesota next already has 38 tackles and two
sacks this season.
ball team is working too hard, week.

II LADY TIGERS

"I don't think it was fatigue
necessarily that did us in. It was
From Page 9
Maddie Griggs. She's good. She
just does her thing. She got loose
outcome.
and she had just a little gap and
Honoring Ann Taylor, Abby ripped it through the net up top,"
Therrell, Brittany Lawson and Traylor said.
goalkeeper Kennedy Jones
With former Lady Tiger goalon Senior Day at the Mallary keeper Meredith Purdom and
France Soccer Complex in a several other alumni on-hand to
matchup of two of the top soccer watch their former teammates,
teams in the state.
Murray High's most explosive
Jones collected 10 saves in offensive show came in the first
another stellar effort in the box, half, even if it never translated
but it was Henderson County's into a goal.
last attempt of the match that
Lydia Grogan had her best
mattered most.
look in the 10th minute before
Griggs strike in the 78th min- her shot bounced off the crossute arched just above Jones on bar. Jones made up for her lack
the upper right side, before nest- of size with heart with her first
ling in the left pocket of the net. big save coming in the 19th min"She did a great job in the ute.
back, cleaning stuff up and
Parker Greer had a five-yard
working her butt off like normal. look in the 33rd, but despite
Our four seniors gave everything outshooting the Lady Colonels,
they could have given today and nothing went in for Murray
that's all you can really ask for High, primarily because of Hensenior day," Traylor said.
derson County goalkeeper AshThe MHS head coach admit- lee Wilson.
ted Griggs is a skilled player.
Lawson and Taylor Pologruto

low take some
or the Interco!.
sociation (1TA)
freesboro, Ten.24) at Middle

Walker returned on Sunday
after sitting out last week with
a right hamstring injury. Walker,
who had a career-high 94 catches for 1,088 yards last season,
had two receptions for 34 yards
on Sunday. The Titans also had
receiver Kendall Wright back on
Sunday after he missed the first
three games with a hamstring
injury. Wright finished with two
receptions for 14 yards.
"He's a playmaker for us,"
Mariota said. "The more I give
him the ball, the better he gets."

Fuller's Big Start
Through four games Fuller
has 19 receptions for 323 yards
and two toiichdowns to lead all
rookies. His punt return was
Houston's first for a touchdown
since 20l and he became the
first player in franchise history to have a TD reception and
a punt return for a score in the
same game.

Associated Press

No. 78 Toyota and paired this
Chase win with his opening
DOVER, Del. — Martin victory at Chicagoland.
Truex Jr. watched season after
"Kind of a bonus win,"
empty season as other drivers crew chief Cole Pearn said.
hoisted trophies and celebrated "We didn't need it all."
championships and wondered
Well, plenty of other Chase
if he was running out of time to drivers did.
become a winner.
Tony Stewart finished 13th
Bad cars, bad teams, bad and the three-time NASCAR
luck.
champion was knocked out of
Whatever the cause, Truex contention in the first eliminawas a journeyman driver seem- tion race of the Chase for the
ingly doomed to a mediocre Sprint Cup championship.
career. Now, what quantifies
Chris Buescher and Chip
as a downer in Truex's career Ganassi Racing teammates
rebirth is that he failed to ac- Kyle Larson and Jamie Mctually sweep the first round of Murray also dropped out of
the Chase — but two of three the Chase. The field was sliced
is pretty dominant.
from 16 drivers to 12.
"We're not messing around,
Kevin Harvick, Kyle BusI guess," Truex said. "We are ch, Brad Keselowski, Matt
here to get it done."
Kenseth, Joey Logan°, Chase
Truex's late-season surge Elliott, Jimmie Johnson, Denextended Sunday at Dover In- ny Hamlin, Carl Edwards
ternational Speedway for his and Kurt Busch joined Truex
second victory in the first three and Dillon in the next round
Chase races. Truex won for the that opens at Charlotte Motor
fourth time this season in the Speedway.•

GOLF

U.S. wins back Ryder Cup
Associated Press
CHASKA, Minn. — Patrick
Reed shook his fists with fury
for every big putt he made. Phil
Mickelson leaped higher than
when he won his first Masters.
Ryan Moore delivered the final
point in this American masterpiece Sunday at the Ryder Cup.
The 17-11 victory over Europe was their biggest rout in 35
years at the Ryder Cup.
Only this was more than just
three days of exquisite golf at
Hazeltine. This victory began
two years ago in Scotland, when
Phil Mickelson publicly criticized U.S. captain Tom Watson
and a process that he felt put the
Americans in position to fail far
too often.
"When put in the right environment, the U.S. team brought

out some amazing golf," Mick- out of the outcome.
elson said."And we're bringing
"There was a lot of pressure
back the Ryder Cup because of on these guys over the last couit."
ple years," Love said."We havSure enough, that 17-inch en't had a good run lately, and
gold trophy was gleaming on a I'm thrilled for them that they
table, right next to a couple of got the win. ... This team has
champagne bottles on ice.
been questioned and beat up for
This wasn't about being may- a long time, and I'm proud of
be the best team ever assembled. the way they came together."
The Americans were a team,
Europe, going for its fourth
and that was all that mattered. straight victory, never really had
For the first time since 1975, a chance.
every U.S. player won at least
Reed outdueled and outone match. And for the first time shouted Rory McIlroy in a
since 2008, the Ryder Cup is match so dynamic that they
staying in America.
halved three straight holes with
Four years after Davis Love birdies. McIlroy holed a 60-foot
III saw his team blow a 10-6 putt up the slope on the par-3
lead at Medinah, he watched eighth and cupped his hand to
them make more birdies and ea- his ear to a loud an occasionalgles than he could count as they ly obnoxious crowd. Reed folfilled the scoreboard with Amer- lowed with a 35-foot birdie putt,
ican red and took any suspense wagging his finger at Mcllroy.
see

Bowling Green Country Club.
McDowell,a senior,is playFrom Page 9
ing with sophomore Whitney
Messer of Barbourville and
(254th, 21:01.71), Caleb Spain freshman Laney Frye of Lex(27 1st, 22:02.98) and Eli Mag- ington Christian.
gert (278th,22:71.73).
Messer (74) won the All A
There were 307 runners in State Tournament individual
the boys race.
championship this season by a
Jessica Wicker (196th, stroke over McDowell (75) on
23:54.96) was the top runner Sept. 10 at Woodson Bend in
for Calloway County in the Bronston.
girls race.
McDowell is a state chamOther Lady Lakers in the pionship contender after fincontest were Jayne Bishop ishing fifth with a 3-over 147
(209th, 24:21.40), Ainsley in the 2015 KHSAA Girls Golf
Smith (232nd, 25:20.61), KaState Championship at Bowltie Allen (262nd, 27:10.98)
ing Green Country Club.
and Madison Tipton (263rd,
The top three state finish27:16.21).
ers last season — Teri Doss
There were 285 runners in
of Paducah Tilghman, Tristyn
the girls race.
Nowlin of Madison Central
GIRLS GOLF
and Mary Joiner of FrankMcDowell playing in
lin-Simpson — all graduated.
Kristen Engle of Barbourville,
state tournament today
BOWLING GREEN — who finished four at state as a
Murray High's Sarah McDow- junior in 2015,failed to qualify
ell was expected to tee off at this year.
The final round of the 2016
8:30 am. today in the first
round of the KHSAA Girls state tournament will be played
Golf State Championship at Tuesday.•

II ROUNDUP

•CARDS
From Page 9
sion Series. The Cardinals never
led the NL Central at any point
this season and finished with a
losing record at home (38-43)
for the first time since 1999.
"Anytime you don't win the
World Series, it's disappointing," said infielder Aledmys
Diaz. "But we kept coming and
never let down."
"To get close, it definitely
makes it a little more disappointing," Carpenter said. "But
that's the nature of the business.
There's only team that doesn't
have this day."
After making the playoffs for
three straight years, Pittsburgh
dropped from 98-64 to 78-83.
Yadier Molina had three hits
for the Cardinals. Stephen Piscotty singled in Molina to break
a 4-4 tie in the seventh.
Carpenter hit his 21st homer
of the season off and Jonathan
Broxton (4-2) won despite allowing two runs in one inning.•
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had their turns to try to put the
Lady Tigers on the scoreboard
in the 60th and 65th minutes,
while Griggs was gaining fuel
for what would eventually be
her game-winner in the final 2
minutes.
Extending her wingspan,
there was nothing Jones could
have done to deflect the goal.
With seven days to prepare
for defense of their Region 1
and District 2 tournament titles,
the loss could be what fuels the
Lady Tigers' desire to repeat.
"We had a lot of looks. We
didn't put one in the back of the
net, but the first half was our best
opportunity- to put one in. The
second half was back-and-forth.
So,at times we looked good and
at other times, not so good,"
Traylor said. "It's just communication and effort. Ultimately, desire is the ultimate, thing
that needs to change. I hope it
does, almost everyone has it but
there's a few where it's just not
there for them."•
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